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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, a more generalized version of fuzzy method-of-cases that was initiated 
by Ruan Da, E. E. Kerre, et al. in [1] is introduced. The validity of generalized fuzzy 
method-of-cases (GFMC for short) is investigated under various implication operators. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
R. Da, E. E. Kerre, et al. [1] first introduced fuzzy method-of-cases 
(FMC for short) and discussed the validity of the FMC under 17 different 
forms of fuzzy implication operators. In this paper we will investigate a
more generalized version of FMC called generalized fuzzy method-of-cases 
(GFMC) with respect o t-norms and t-conorms. It is pointed out that most 
implication operators considered in [1] satisfy GFMC. In particular, 
for implication operators R a, R~ and R ,, GFMC holds with respect o 
suitable t-norms and t-conorms, whereas FMC does not hold as it was 
stated in [1]. 
Throughout his paper, ~(U) denotes the set of fuzzy subsets of a 
universe of discourse U. 
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2. T-NORMS, T-CONORMS, AND FUZZY IMPLICATION 
OPERATORS 
A binary operation J on [0, 1] satisfying that for any a, b,c e [0, 1], 
(1) adb = bJa; 
(2) aJ(bJc) = (adb)Jc; 
(3) aJb <_ adc, if b _< c; 
(4) a J1 = a; 
is called a t-norm. If J satisfies (1) to (3) and 
(5) adO = a, 
then J is called a t-conorm. 
A(min), .(product), A(bounded product, i.e., a A b = max(0, a + b - 
1), Va, b c [0, 1]) and Tw are examples of t-norms, v(max), $ (probabilis- 
tic sum, i.e., a $ b = a + b - ab, Va, b e [0, 1]), v (bounded sum, i.e., 
aV  
b = min(1, a + b), Va, b ~ [0, 1]) and ±w 
Here T w and ±w are defined by 
aTwb = b = 1 , a ±~ 
otherwise 
are examples of t-conorms. 
i a =0 b= b 0  
otherwise 
If J is a t-norm, it is easy to verify that J* defined by 
aJ*b = 1 - (1 - a) J(1 - b), for any a ,b  ~ [0, 1], 
is a t-conorm; and dually, if J is a t-conorm, then J* is a t-norm. We call 
( J , J*)  a pair of dual t-norms and t-conorms. (A, V ),(., $ ),(A, V) are 
pairs of dual t-norms and t-conorms. 
A fuzzy implication operator ~ is a binary operation on [0, 1] satisfying 
some properties. We are not going to discuss those properties here. For 
this kind of discussion, we refer to [2, 6, 9, 10]. The following implication 
operators will be considered in this paper. 
(FIO1) aarb  = sup{x[aTx < b}, for any t-norm T. In particular, 
ao~Ab= {lb i fa<b.  {1 i f a<b 
i f a  >b '  aa.b= b /a  i f a  >b;  
ao~Ab = min(1, 1 - -a + b). 
Obviously, aa^b= - - - , ,a .=  ~,aA= ~ in [3]. 
g A a 
(FIO2) a~b =a Ab 
c 
(FI03) a ~ b = if a > b 
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(FIO4) a~b=(a~b)  A( (1 -a )~(1-b) )  
gs g s 
i if a < b 
= i fa  =b 
i fa>b 
(FIOS) a~b =(a~b)  A((1 - -a )~( l  -b ) )  
b ~ g 
i -b  i fa  < = i fa = b 
i fa>b 
(FIO6) a~b =(a- -*b)  A ( (1 -a )~( l -b ) )  
gg g g 
i ' -b  i fa  <b 
= i fa  = b 
i fa>b 
(FIO7) a~b=(a~b)  A( (1 -a )~(1-b) )  
SS S S 
i fa  ~b 
(FIO8) a__ ,b= {i i f a<b 
ab l -a )  Ab i fa >b 
1 i fa <b 
(FIO9) a~b= 1 -a  b 
- -A - -  i fa>b 
1 -b  a 
(FIOIO) a ~ b = [0  if a < b 
le [/9 i fa  >b 
3. GENERALIZED FUZZY METHOD-OF-CASES 
In [1], Ruan Da, E. E. Kerre, et al. introduced the fuzzy method-of-cases 
as follows: 
Fuzzy Method-of-Cases 
ANT1: 
ANT2: 
ANT3: 
x i sAory isB  
x isA~z isC  
y is B ~ z is C 
CONS: z is C 
where x, y, z are variables taking values in X, Y, Z respectively..4 c 
~(x), B e ~(Y), C ~ ~(Z). 
Now we generalize the above form to a more general version that may 
be expressed as the scheme. 
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ANT 1: x 1 is A 1 ~Y l  is B 1 
ANTn:  x n is A n ~ yn is B~ 
ANTn + 1: x 1 is A 1 o r . . .o r  xn is A n 
CONS:  Yl is B a o r . . .  or yn is B, 
in which xi, Yi are variables valued in U/and Vi, respectively. A i ~ q~(Ui), 
B i ~ ~(Vi), i ~ W = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. 
The (n + 1)-th antecedent can be represented as 
X is  A 
where X is a variable valued in U = x"  U~, and A c ~(U) is defined by i=1  
n 
A(u)  = _L A i (u i )  Vu = (U l , . . .  , Un) ~- U 
i=1  
where ± is a t-conorm. 
Similarly, the consequence can be expressed as 
Y is B 
where Y is a variable valued in V = xn V~, and B ~ ~(V)  is given by t= l  
n 
B(v) = _k B i (v i )  Vv = (1) 1 . . . .  , On) E V .  
i=1  
The antecedents 1 to n are determined by a fuzzy relation R on UxV 
denoted by 
R = R(A  i ~ Bi,  i = 1 . . . . .  n )  
where ~ is an implication operator. The membership function of R is 
given by 
R(u ,v )  = ~J (A i (u i )  ""> Bi (Y i ) ) ,  
i=l 
Vu = (Ul  . . . .  , u . )  e U,  
v = (V l , . . . ,  v,) ~ V 
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B* = A(~R.  
and J is a t-norm or t-conorm. 
By generalized compositional rule of inference (GCRI) in [4, 5, 11], we 
have 
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Here T is a t-norm, (~) is the sup-T composition. That is 
B*(v) = sup(A(u)TR(u ,v ) ) ,  Vv~ V. 
uEU 
i.e., 
B*(v i , . . . , v , )  = sup &= T (A i (u i )  --~ Oi(1)i)  ) , 
u i~U i i i=1  
i~w 
Vv = (vl . . . . .  v,) ~ V. 
If B* = B, i.e., Vv ~ V, B*(v) =- B(v), then we say that the generalized 
fuzzy method-of cases (GFMC for short) holds with respect o ( ±, T, J, ~ ). 
4. THE VALIDITY OF GENERALIZED FUZZY METHOD-OF-CASES 
In this section, we always suppose that 
rng(Ai) =rng(Bi)  = [0,1], i=  1 . . . . .  n. 
LEMMA 4.1 The GFMC holds with respect o ( 3-, T, J, ~ ) if and only if 
Vb i~[O,1] , i=  1 . . . . .  n, 
I b i = sup L= r (a  i ~ b i 
i=1  a i~[0 ,1 ]  i 1 ai i= l  
i cw 
Proof Trivial. • 
LEMMA 4.2 For T = A, ", A and their dual 3_= v, $,  v ,  respectively, 
(a ± b)T(baTC ) <_ a ± c, Va ,b ,c  ~ [0, 1]. 
Proof If b<c  then bt~rc= 1. So(a  ±b)T(baTc)=a 3 -b<a ±c .  
Now suppose that b > c, 
Case l .  T= A ,±= V, 
(a vb)  A(bc~^c) =(a  vb)  Ac <c<aVc;  
Case 2. T=- ,3 -= $,  
(a $ b ) (c /b )  = (a + b - ab)c/b = ac/b + c 
-ac  <_a +c-ac=a $c ;  
Case 3. T= A, 3-= V, 
(a vb)  A (aaAb ) = (1A (a +b) )  A (1 -b+c)  
=0V (1 A (a +b)  + (1 -b+c) -  1) 
=0 V (1 A (a +b)  -b  +c)  
_  {~-b+c i f a+b>l  
+c  i fa+b<l  
_< 1A (a +c)  =a Vc. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. • 
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For T = A, . ,  A and their dual ± = v, $ ,  v ,  respectively, 
(x 3. y)Tz < (xTz) 2_ y, Vx, y, z ~ [0, 1]. 
Proof  Straightforward. • 
THEOREM 4.1 For T = A,., A and their dual 3. = v, ~, V, respec- 
tively, Va i b i E [0, 1], i ~ W, 
(*) (i~lai )T(i~l ( aiotrbi) 
Proof  
n 
<-- i~=lbi • 
We prove it by induction. When n = 2, 
(al 3. az)T(alaTbl)T(a2a~b2) = [(a 2 ± al)T(alarba)]T(azarbz) 
< (a 2 _1_ ba)T(azarb2) 
< b 1 3_ b 2 . 
Suppose (*) holds for n = k - 1. Then 
( i~lai )T[ i~= l ( aictrbi) ]
[~ i= 1 iJ 3_ ak T iT  (aiarbi) T(akarbk) 
- ti=l(ai~rbi) 3_ak T(akarbk) 
-- [ t i=  1 i]3_ak r(akarbk) 
< b i 3.bk= i~=lbi •
t i= l  
This completes the proof. • 
THEOREM 4.2 For T= A, .,A and their dual ±= v, ~, v, respec- 
tively, GFMC holds with respect to ( 3., T, T, at). 
Proof  By Theorem 4.1, we have Vb i ~ [0, 1], i ~ W, 
2a, r <_~lb~, foranyas [O, 1l, iEW. 
i=1 i 
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So 
Sup &= T (a ia rb  i < ai~[O,1] i 1 ai i 1 "= 
JEw 
On the other hand, let a'~ = b i, V i~ W, then a' iarb i = 1 and 
i~=l a T i=1 (a'i°tTbi) = i~= 1bi 
Thus 
Sup ~= T Yl" (a ia rb i )  > ~= 
ai~ [0, 1] i I ai i=1 i 
i~w 
Therefore, for any b i ~ [0, 1], i ~ W, 
{{n 
Sup &__ T ~ (aiOgTbi) = ±lbi . 
ai~[0,1] i 1 ai i=1 i= 
i~w 
It follows from Lemma 4.1. that the GFMC holds with respect o (±,  T, 
T, at) .  • 
Note that a . ,  t~,~ are R A and R~, respectively. In [1], it is known that 
FMC does not hold for R~ and R a. Here we have shown that GFMC 
holds with respect o ($ , .  , . ,  a .  ) and ( v ,  A, A, aA). 
THEOREM 4.3 The GFMC holds with respect o ( ± ,  T, J, ~ ) if  one o f  the 
fol lowing is satisfied. 
(1) ±= v ,T= A , J -  V, -+= ~;  
(2) 
(3) 
Proof 
we have 
c 
± = J is any t-conorm, T = A, ~ = --+ ; 
le 
±= V,T=J=' ,  ~--- ~ .  
We only prove (3). For any b i ~ [0, 1], Vi ~ W, let a' i = b~, then 
Sup ( (~ la i )  f i  (a iTbi))  >_ (V  a'i)I-- I(a' i Tb i )= ~/b i
ai~[0, 1] i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 
i~w 
On the other hand, for any a i ~ [0,1], i ~ W, without loss of any 
generality, suppose that a i > b i, for 1 < i < k; and a i <_ bi for k < i < n. 
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Then 
(tVlai) i=~1(ai~bi) = (i=Vlai)i~=l \ l -b i  A ~i) 
< a i bi//ai 
i 
<-- V ai aj V V ai < V bi • 
i=1  i=k+l  i= l  
Therefore,  
Sup ( (~[a i )  f i (a  i~bi ) l  < ~lb  i. 
ai~[0,  1] i=1  t= l  i=1  
i~w 
It follows from Lemma 4.1. that the GFMC holds in this case. • 
Note that the implication operator  ~ = R • in [1]. As it was ment ioned 
in [1], FMC does not hold for ~ .  However,  here we have shown that the 
GFMC holds with respect to (v ,  . , . ,  ~ ). 
THEOREM 4.4 For any t-norm T, J and t-conorm _1_, the GFMC holds 
with respect to ( _1_, T, J, ~ ) if --* is one of the following 
(1) ~= ~;  (2) ~= ~;  
s g 
(3) • (4) • 
sg gs 
(5 )  - - ,  = - - ,  ; (6 )  - - ,  = - - ,  ; 
ss gg 
(7) ~ = ~.  
lb  
Proof  We only prove the case ~ = ~.  Va, b ~ [0, 1], 
gg 
a b=ta btAl l b'l=(i i f a  <b i fa  =b.  
i fa  >b 
Vb i ~ [0, 1], i = 1 . . . . .  n.  Le t  a' i = b i ,  i = 1, . . . ,  n. a i' ~ b i - -  1. Then gg 
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So {n )(n( I) 
sup 1_ T J a i~b i  >_ 
ai~[0,1] i 1 £/i i 1 gg "= 
iEw 
For any a i ~ [0, 1], i ~ w, if there exists aio such that ai0 > bin, then 
i~=lai T /=1 "~ ai ~ <-- i=1 ~ ai -~ bi <-~ ai° ---~ bi° = bi° <-~ i-~-lbi" 
Thus for any a i ~ [0, 1], i ~ w, 
(inz_lai)T(inJl(ai~bi)) < inZ=lbi; 
i.e., 
So 
ai~[0,1]sup (i~=lai)T(i~l (a i ~ b i)) <_ t~_lbi..= 
iEw 
sup 
ai~ [0, 1] i~w 
(i~=lai)z(inJ=l (ai~bi)) = i~=lbi • 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.1., the GMFC holds with respect o ( l ,  T, J, ~ ). 
gg 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have investigated a more generalized version of fuzzy 
method-of-cases (FMC) called generalized fuzzy method-of-cases (GFMC). 
It is pointed out that the GFMC holds for the implication operators Ra, 
R ~, and R,, with respect o suitable t-norms and t-conorms, whereas the 
FMC does not hold for these operators. 
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